COMPLIANCE SOFTWARE FOR PRACTICING COMPANY SECRETARIES

The Institute of Company Secretaries of India while understanding the need for a dedicated Compliance Software for the Practicing Company Secretaries to manage their practice operations and serve their clients efficiently with the help of Information Technology has entered into a collaboration with Complinity for providing integrated Compliance Software.

Legal
Tracking Legal Assignments

Secretarial
Managing Secretarial Compliance

Litigation
Tracking Cases, Hearings and legal notices

Compliance
Monitoring Periodic Compliances

Registration
Creating Repository of Licenses and Registrations

Contracts
Maintaining Contract Repositories

Documents
Maintaining repository of important Documents

Assessment
Monitoring Client Assessments

Tasks
Delegation of tasks & team management

Legal Updates
Real time legal updates for specific laws

Insurance
Tracking Insurance and Expiry alerts

Sign up for your free Account now at: https://complinity.icsi.edu/

Company Secretaries in practice can access the software through the dedicated portal on the ICSI Webpage wherein the CP Number of the member can be used for Registration and Login. Members only with a valid CP Number can access the software.
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